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Chamfer Stop

Create Dramatic Multilayer
Drywall Effects

Approximately 3/4“

Always striving to give you more choices,
Trim-Tex introduces Chamfer Stop, the perfect
complement to Chamfer Bead (# 9510). Just like
Trim-Tex J Round (# 7510), Chamfer Stop is
designed to be installed after the drywall. There is no
need to wrap the bead behind the drywall.

Use Chamfer Stop for creating beautiful
multilayer drywall effects as shown below. Instead
of wood moldings, Chamfer Stop is perfect for
finishing windows and doors. See the beautiful
window detail to the right. If you can imagine it,
Chamfer Stop can help you create it.

When used with Trim-Tex # 0943 Chamfer
Marker, mitering 90º and 135º off angle corners is a
breeze. Available on 10’ lengths for ½" & / "
drywall.

Call Trim-Tex at 1-800-874-2333 to request a
sample and the name of a dealer near you.
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Installation Instructions:

To use Chamfer Stop, drywall must be set back as shown
to the right. Dry fit the bead for length. For two way 90º
or 135º off angle intersections use Trim-Tex # 0943
Chamfer Marker. (#0943 will be available late ‘98) You
can also cut the parts to fit any angle with a miter saw.
Reverse the plywood blade on your saw for a clean cut.
Method 1: Staple both legs of the bead every 6-10” with
1/2“ long divergent staples.
Method 2: Liberally apply Trim-Tex 847 spray adhesive
to the drywall and then to the back of the bead.
Immediately apply to the corner. The spray must still be
wet to allow you to easily position the bead. Once in
position, press the legs into place using the handle of
your taping knife. This ensures the bead will properly
bond to the wall. Go back a second time to press the legs
into place once the adhesive has tacked up. Place a
couple of staples in the mud legs, especially at corners
and butt joints, when installed in high traffic areas.
Finish: Apply multi purpose joint compound as a first
coat and then finish as any L bead. Always caulk all
corners and butt joints.
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Available Sizes & Lengths

Stock # Pcs/box

9520 10’ 30

LengthSize

9530 10’ 30½" drywall

5 8/ " drywall

Installation

Instructions


